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Welcome!

•Happy Valentine’s Day!

•And thank you for joining me for Valentine’s Day data

• communitycollegedata.com and @ccollegedata

• You are very important people; you have an exponential 
effect on the lives of thousands of students, the 
economy, the country, and the world

•We should start with some positive data 

• You need to know that you have already been making a 
difference as educators
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USDOE “Remedial Coursetaking” (2016)1
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USDOE “Remedial Coursetaking” (2016)1

Remedial 
Completers 

(49%)
6-Yr Grad 
Rate: 43%

Nonremedial 
Grad Rate: 

39%
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NSCRC “Completing College” (2017)2

Grad Rate at 
4-Yr Public 
Colleges: 

64.7%

2-Yr Public: 
37.5%
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Pew Research “Today’s Young Workers” (2017)3
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U.S. Census Bureau (Ryan & Bauman, 2016)4
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“Highest Educational Attainment Levels”5
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More Good News

• So overall 4-year grad rates are on the rise; remedial 
completers’ grad rates are higher than nonremedial

•Moreover, the National Student Clearinghouse Research 
Center (2017)2 recently reported updated 8-year 
completion rates for two-year public colleges

• Public two-year graduation rate after 6 years is 38%

• Public two-year graduation rate after 8 years is 44%
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We Can Still Improve

• There are still pervasive and persistent problems, 
especially with students of color and at-risk students in 
general6,7

•However, we now know that support for at-risk students 
needs to be well-funded and sustained to be effective8,9,10

•At-risk students in college face what I call a long-term

Support Gap
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Support 
Gap

Students who 
have had 

support most 
of their lives

Students with 
inconsistent or 

no support
Years to college graduation
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We Can Still Improve

•How can we reduce the Support Gap?

•Again, we know that well-funded and integrated holistic 
reform is ideal, when we have a lot of money8,9,10

• The question is what to do when there is no money!

• This means you all have to design, run, and analyze 
studies and data to make small changes to improve

• This presentation will give you the basics on all these, as 
well as what common problems to avoid
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What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) Training

• This presentation uses some of the USDOE’s Institute of 
Education Sciences What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) 
training framework for understanding basic research, 
creating rigorous research design, and analyzing data

• https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/onlinetraining 12,13

• The WWC uses common standards that we can all agree 
to and start applying uniformly to ensure valid results 
and reduce potential bias and problems 

• Please watch the videos and complete the certification
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What are the most 
common types of 

study designs?
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“The One Chart You 
Need to Understand 
Any Health Study” 
(Belluz & Hoffman, 

2015)14
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Quantitative
to

Qualitative
Spectrum

“The One Chart You 
Need to Understand 
Any Health Study” 
(Belluz & Hoffman, 

2015)14
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We will focus 
on these four 

types (as 
applied to 
education)

“The One Chart You 
Need to Understand 
Any Health Study” 
(Belluz & Hoffman, 

2015)14



Study Type 1: 
Randomized 

Controlled Trial 
(RCT)
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Study Type 1: Randomized Controlled Trial 
(RCT)

• Researchers randomly select students (or clusters of 
students) to participate in an intervention

• Put other like students or clusters into a control group, 
which will not receive the intervention

•Make the entire group as similar as possible before 
randomizing the students or clusters

• Compare groups at the beginning and end of the study 
with an objective metric such as a standardized test
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WWC Training: Module 1 (2019)12
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Example of an RCT Study in Higher Education:
Logue, Watanabe-Rose, & Douglas, 201615

•A recent study (Logue, Watanabe-Rose, & Douglas, 
2016)15 used a randomized controlled trial for 
remediation:

• It explored the effects of adding a structured 2-hour 
lab to two intervention groups: an elementary 
algebra and a college-level statistics course, both of 
which were taken by similar remedial students 
according to a placement test

•Here is a chart showing its results:
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Example of an 
RCT Study:

Logue, 
Watanabe-

Rose, & 
Douglas, 
(2016)15
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insignificant

significantly lower 
passrate for remedial 

students

Example of an 
RCT Study:

Logue, 
Watanabe-

Rose, & 
Douglas, 
(2016)15



Study Type 1: Randomized Controlled Trial 
(RCT)

•How can you design an easy RCT? Here is one idea:

• If one instructor teaches six sections of the same 
course during one semester, three of the sections 
could be assigned an intervention, and three of the 
sections could be the control groups

•However, according to the WWC, states that only one 
instructor, one intervention group, and one control 
group would not be an acceptable design
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WWC Training: Module 4 (2019)12
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Study Type 1: Randomized Controlled Trial 
(RCT)

•Another idea for how to design an easy RCT:

•Of all sections of a particular course one semester, 
half of the classes are randomly assigned to 
implement one change (not dependent on instructor)

• For example, half of all remedial WRT098 sections on 
campus could be assigned to use a particular method; 
the pretest is the same as the posttest; all clusters of 
students test before and after; a statistician will help 
you calculate baseline equivalency and outcomes
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Potential RCT Problems 
When Reading Articles and Creating Studies

• The intervention group and control group are not equal 
(researchers must establish baseline equivalency using a 
standardized metric before the intervention starts)

• The two groups have too much attrition at the end of the 
study (the WWC has a formula for this), meaning too 
many students in the intervention group dropped out so 
it may skew the results of the intervention’s results

• The n is too low, a common error in many studies           
(n = the number of students or clusters in a study)
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Study Type 2: 
Quasi-Experimental 

Design (QED)
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Study Type 2: Quasi-Experimental Design 
(QED)

• Researchers collect data on a number of students or 
clusters of students from a past intervention

• Collect data on a number of students or clusters who are 
statistically similar to the intervention group (control)

• Statistics experts can help you create the control group

•However, the WWC states that “there is persuasive 
evidence that the most common comparison-group 
designs produce erroneous conclusions in a sizeable 
number of cases” (p. 3)13 Copyright A. Goudas 2019



Study Type 2: Quasi-Experimental Design 
(QED)

• Therefore, the WWC does not allow any QEDs to attain 
its highest rating because they are not sure the 
intervention’s results are due to the intervention and not 
unobserved differences between the two groups

•Here are the three ratings the WWC uses to rank studies:

• Meets WWC Group Design Standards Without Reservations

• Meets WWC Group Design Standards With Reservations 

• Does Not Meet WWC Group Design Standards 
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Example of a Problematic QED Study:
Cho, Kopko, Jenkins, & Jaggars (2012)16

Copyright A. Goudas 2019

• In 2010 and 2012, the Community College Research 
Center conducted a QED study on the Community 
College of Baltimore County’s Accelerated Learning 
Program (ALP)

• They attempted to create a comparison group after ALP 
students volunteered to be in the intervention

• The WWC rated this and several other CCRC studies as 
“Does Not Meet WWC Group Design Standards” due to 
imputed data in baseline equivalency metrics



Example of a 
Problematic 
QED Study:
Cho, Kopko,
Jenkins, & 

Jaggars (2012)16
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Bailey et al. (WWC), (2016), p. 9117
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Example of an Acceptable QED Study (w/Rsrv):
Hodara & Jaggars (2014)19
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Potential QED Problems 
When Reading Articles and Creating Studies 

• The intervention group and control group may not be 
equal (researchers must ensure baseline equivalency)

• This is the main problem with QED studies; when the 
intervention is not randomly assigned, it is difficult to 
conclude that the intervention affected the students

• The n is too low (n = # is a way of stating how many 
numbers of students/clusters are in a study)

• If the n is too low, you cannot conclude that the 
sample represents the population
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Example of QED Study with Confounding Factors:
Jones & Assalone (2016)18
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Study Type 3: 
Observational 

Studies (Cohorts)
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Study Type 3: Observational Studies (Cohorts)

•Observational studies are what the term implies: They 
are studies that observe groups of students and report 
on outcomes, behaviors, metrics, etc. (i.e., tracking data)

• They are not designed for generalizability; you are not 
supposed to apply or generalize the findings from these 
studies to other situations (sometimes it’s reasonable)

• They are only for information or understanding things

•Only supposed to show correlation, not causation     
(these are also referred to as explanatory studies) Copyright A. Goudas 2019



Examples of Observational Studies
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Observational Study Example: 
National Baseline Data (Gerlaugh et al., 2007)11
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Potential Observational Study Problems 
When Reading Articles and Creating Studies 

•Many people assume that correlation means causation

•What looks like causation may only be correlation 
(remedial coursework “causing” low graduation rates)

•Other examples of causation/correlation are 15 to 
Finish and ALP (volunteering is a confounding factor) 

• People incorrectly apply one group’s, state’s, or 
institution’s tracking data to an entire population

•Only use observational studies to understand a problem

• Then conduct RCTs or QEDs to study a solution
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Study Type 4: 
Qualitative Designs 

Five Most Common Designs: 
Case Study, Ethnography, Phenomenology, 

Grounded Theory, and Narrative Inquiry/Bio 
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Study Type 4: Qualitative Designs

•Most qualitative designs are low and range from n = 1 to 
n = 10 or 20 (more for ethnographies)

•Not designed for generalizability to overall populations

• They are excellent for learning more about students, 
experiences, and phenomena (thick, rich descriptions, 
just like Valentine’s Day chocolate should be!)

• I recommend using them to understand more about 
something, and then design an RCT or QED to investigate 
how to help 
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A Randomized Controlled Trial Model: ASAP

• The City University of New York (CUNY) attained funding for a 
randomized controlled trial (rare in higher ed) and created a 
holistic reform for at-risk students

• Part of this reform was a learning community model:
“ASAP provides blocked and linked courses for students in 
their first year, the goals of which are to enroll ASAP students 
together in the same courses so that they can meet and 
support one another and to give program students 
convenient schedules so they can make the most of their 
time on campus. While this component does not reach the 
level of a classical learning community, it is designed to 
provide some similar benefits, such as better acclimation to 
the college environment and the formation of meaningful 
bonds with fellow students” (p. 4) Copyright A. Goudas 2019



A Randomized Controlled Trial Model: ASAP

•CUNY’s Accelerated Study in Associate Programs 
(ASAP)8,9

• The ASAP program implemented a randomized, 
controlled study, and the intervention was a 
comprehensive overhaul of Dev Ed and non-Dev Ed, 
including the infusion of a great deal of design reform, 
staffing, and resources ($4,000 to $6,800 per student 
per year)
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A Randomized Controlled Trial Model: ASAP

•ASAP Components
•Dev Ed courses first
• Full time requirement
•Block scheduling
• Learning communities for first year
•Group advising sessions every week (150 caseload)
•Meetings with adviser at least twice per month
•Mandatory tutoring
•Career specialist meeting once per semester
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A Randomized Controlled Trial Model: ASAP

•ASAP Components
• Tuition waiver
• Free MetroCards ($2.75 one-way trip NYC)
• Free books
• Free social events
•Consistent and repeated messages
•Out of pocket costs for institution are again about 

$5K-$7K more per student per year
•Good model for “free community college”
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A Randomized Controlled Trial Model: ASAP

•Dev Ed ASAP n (number in intervention) and 
demographics:
•n = 896 students (in original total study before 

randomization)
•44% Hispanic, 34% Black, 10% White, 8% Asian

•Credits and retention results:
• Increased credits over control group by 25%
• Increased retention second semester (80 to 90%)
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A Randomized Controlled Trial Model: ASAP

•Dev Ed ASAP graduation rates after 3 years:

•Control Group (no ASAP): 21%
•ASAP Intervention Group: 48%
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A Randomized Controlled Trial Model: ASAP

•Non Dev Ed ASAP graduation rates after 3 years:

•Control Group (no ASAP): 29%
•ASAP Intervention Group: 60%

• Three colleges in Ohio are starting this dev ed 
program, and early results are starting to be released 
now (early results from this replication show similar 
gains in graduation rates: 19% vs. 8% in two years)
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Questions!

To allow all participants a question: 
Please submit one question 

per registrant at first 
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Thank you!

Keep up the good work!

References below and more reading available:
communitycollegedata.com

alexmgoudas@gmail.com

Follow me on @ccollegedata

(Live links to all sources on next page)
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